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Chapter l

Introduction

In this thesis, photographic environment independent multiview face detection

and track血g is addressed. The photographic environment means a variety of i11U・

mination conditions, backgrounds, appearances of objects, and qualities ofimages

in this thesis、 The multiview face detection and h'acking in these practical environ・

ments is a di缶Cult problem.1n order to solve this problem, novel methods using

template generation and template matching with genetic algorithm (GA) are pro・

Posed

This research mainly focuses on two researches.1n the 6rst research, hi号h・

Speed multiview face detection and tracking in various photographic environments

is addressed as abasic research. Theproposedmethod adoptstemplate matching,1n

this method, a template is created in advance as the 6rststep. Then, a re号ion 、Nhose

Pattem is similar to the template is searched by the sliding window, etc. This is

the basic concept oftemplate matching. However, one template is genera11y able to

detect only one pattem. Hence, many pattems oftemplates are necessary to detect

multiview faces. since generating many templates and calculating aⅡ仕le matching

Scores are ine価Cient, a novel method is proposed

First ofa11, one 2D face model, whose shape is rectangle,is created. Next,t11ree



Parameters are de6ned to generate templates from the model for multiview faces.

By optimizing these parameters using GA, the optimaltemplate can be found ef・

6Ciently. The GA is a method t06nd a global optimU111、入/ithin a given search re・

Source. There existpopulation as searchpointsin a search space and each individual

Consists ofC11romosomes、 The C11romosomes are parameters and they are encoded

as bitstrings. A丘erthe population is evaluated using a 6tness function,the chromo・

Somes are updated by iterating genetic operations, such as selection, crossover, and

mutation. since the population evolvesto acquire high 6tness, a global optimum or

its approximate solution can be obtained 6nalb. By introducing GA to the template

generation,the optimaltelnplates can be acquired e伍Ciendy

The GA is also applied to target object search instead ofsliding window. This

method scanS 杜lewholetargetimageusing a searchwindowwith avariety ofscales

This is equalto that a11the combinations of壮le coordinate and the scale parameters

are checked. since this approach is ine伍Cient and in・plane rotation is not consid・

ered, GA is applied. By optimlzln8 geometric transfonnation paralneters, such as

Para11eltranslation, scale, and ln・plane rotation, a11the parameters are simultane・

Ously optimized and the target object can be localized emciently

For experiments, a cha11enging 60 video dataset was created. subjects were

recorded under various photographic environments. The proposed method is com・

Paredto amachineleaming・basedmethodandaface廿ackingmethodonthedataset

As a result, high accuracy and fast processing of the proposed method are con・

6rmed

In the second research, multiview face tracking on privacy protected videos is

addressed. Recently, many suNei11ance cameras have been set atpublic and private

Spaces. Along with this, many computer vision teC1111iques, such as pedestrian de-

tection, action recognition, and face recognition are also applied. This is necessary
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for crime detenence, accident detection, and so on. However, some people may

SU丘er psych010gical pressure about recording their faces.1freducing the pressure

is considered, the recoded videos must be preprocessed to protectthe privacy. For

this purpose, blur and pixelation can be applied and they are 0丘en used in news

Programs, However,the computer vision teclmiques camlot be used on the prepro-

Cessed videos since the odginalpixelinformation are changed. since my proposed

multiview face detection and trackinσ method in the 6rst research of this thesis is

also unable to be applied completely, a new method is proposed

First ofaⅡ, a ne工入I preprocessing method is proposed to generate a privacy pro・

tected image and preserve the pixel value.1n this me壮10d, a 7ι X π 61ter is set in a

ねrgetimage and a neighborhood nunlber is determined randomly. Then, the pixel

Values between the centered pixel ofthe 61ter and randomly selected neighborhood

are replaced. By applying thiS 61ter to the 、Nhole image, privacy protected images

are generated while the originalpixelvalue is preseNed

Since the c010r information is preserved, the proposed method uses c010r his・

tograms as a template to track a multiview face.1n this research, cr and cb his-

togams are used because they are robustto i11Umination changes.1he histograms

are obtained ftom a 丘ontaltarget face. By optimizing geolnetdc transfom]ation

Parameters using GA and localizing a region whose c010r hist0号rams are similarto

the template in targetimages, dle multiview face tracking can be achieved

For experiments, a cha11enging video dataset was recoded under a variety of

Photographic environments, a11dtheproposedmethodis comparedto relatedworks

As a result,the effectiveness ofthe proposed method is con6rmed.

As described,thisthesis contributes photographic environmentindependentmul・

tiview face detection and tracking using by GA

3



Chapter 2

IheoreticalBackground

In this chapter,theoreticalbackgrounds for this research are explained

2.1 Related 圦70rks

As described in the previous chapter, the objective in this research is to achieve

multiview face detection and tracking using template matC11ing with genetic algo・

ri仕lm (GA).1n this approach, a userlnust design essential features forthe detection

So far, many approaches have been proposed and Yang et al.[1] SUNeyed them

According to [1], approaches for the detection offaces in a single image are catre・

gorized as below

. K110wledge・based methods

● Feature invariant approaches

● Template matching methods

● Appearance・based methods

I brieay introduce some methods ofeach category here. Note that aⅡ the 6gures in

this section are 丘'om [U

4



Figure 2.1: Low resolution images, which are used in [2]: a) target image; b) 10W

resolution image (ce11Si2e iS 4 × 4 Pixels); C) 8 × 8 Pixels; d) 16 × 16 Pixels,

2.1.1 K110wledge・BasedMethods

IQlowledge・based method is an easy and basic approach.1n this approach, re・

Searchers design rules based on their hlowledge about faces. For example, Yang et

al.[2] generate multiple l0工入rresolution images (Fig.2.D and face candidate regions

are searched using rulesthey set.1n the lowestresolution image,the f0110wing Nles

are checked: D The center four regions of the face (the dark regions in Fig.22)

has a basicaⅡy uniform intensity; 2) The upper round regions (the light gray re・

gions in Fig.22) has a basica11y unifom)intensity; 3) The dia'erence between the

average gray values of the center regions and the upper round regions is signi6・

Cant. Based on these 川les,the face ca11didate regions are found by sliding window

Then,the found candidate regions are 6.1rtherprocessed in higherresolution images

(Fig.2.1(b)飢d (C))

(a) (b) ① (d)
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Featurelnvariant Approaches2.1.2

In ordert06nd more invariant and ea'ective features than the knowledge・based

Nles, feature・based methods have been proposed. For example, sirohey B] triesto

extractfaces from complex backgrounds for face identi6Cationusing canny edge [4]

Grafet al. use band pasS 61tering and morph010gical operations to extract high in・

tensity regions,工入lhich are eyes, etc [5]. Leung et al. propose a probabilistic method,

Which is based on local feat山e detectors and random gaph matching [6]. They de・

6ne a face locali2ation problem as a search problem and try t06nd face patterns

AugTlsteijn et al. use face texture information and a nueral network [フ]. chai et al

extract face regions using sMn c010rs which are cr and cb components [8]. There

are researches using combination of multゆle features. For instance, chen et al.

Propose a method, which models distributions of skin and hair c010r in clE XYZ

Space [9]

2.1.3

Nextis abouttemplate matching methods. hlthese methods, one orsome tem・

Plates that represent standard face pattems are created in advance, and regions

Whose pattems are similarto the template are searched in a targetimage using slid-

ing window, etc [10]. According to [1], an early cha11enge to detect 丘ontal faces on

images using template matching・based approach is sakai et al[11].1n this method,

Some subtemplates, which represent eyes, nose, mouth, and face contour, are 6rsdy

Created. secondly,1ines in a target image is exh'acted using gradient change, and

face candidate regions are acquired by computing the conelations between the pre-

Processed target image and the subtemplates. craw et al. create a shape template

and try to detect a face on an edge image [12]、 The image is generated by a so・

be161ter. Govindaraju also generates an edge・based face model and proposes the

Iemplate Matching Methods

6



two stage face detection method [13]. samal et al.[14] adopt a set offace silhou・

ettes as the templates and they are generated using principal component analysis

(PCA)[15].1n this method, hough transfoml[16] is used forthe face detection

Di丘erent 丘om edge・based methods, sinha adopts relationshゆS of average in・

tensities as a feature to cope with i11Umination change [17]. Figure 2.3 is the used

ratio template. This template consists of some regions and average intensities of

each reσion are 6rstly obtained. secondly, ratios ofthe obtained average intensities

are calculated. The ratios are calculated based on anows as shown in Fig.2.3. The

average intensity ofthe indicated region by the head of anow is denominator and

the tailis numerator.1f the calculated ratio is over a pre・de6ned threshold, one re・

Iationshゆ is judged as satiS6ed. Based on this procedure, a11the relationships are

Checked. As indicated in Fig.2.3, there are two types of the relationships (black

and gray arrows). They indicate essentialrelationshゆS (black arr0圦IS) and con6rm・

ing relationships (gray anows).1fthe number ofsatiS6ed essential and con6nning

relations exceeds a t11reshold, the focused region 血 a target image is output as the

t互Ce detection result. This method is also extended to detect a face and eyes [1釘

Since described methods use prede6ned templates, they are not robustto scale,

Pose, shape, etc.1n order to solve these problems, deformable templates are also

Proposed [19,20,2U
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2.1.4 Appearance-BasedMethods

Genera11y,templates oftemplate matching・based approaches are manua11y cre・

ated by researchers in advance.1n appearance-based methods,templates are gener-

ated by lear11ing using an image dataset. For example, eigen face is generated by

applyhlg pcA t0 壮le dataset a11d able to detect and recognize faces [22]. SU11g et al.

tw to face detection by analyzing diS廿ibutions ofimage pattems ofeach class and

Using a multilayer perceptron classi6er [23]. Besides, a probabilistic visua11earning

method [24],6Sherface method [25] are proposed.

2.2 1emplateMatching

Next, template matching, which is mainly used in this research, is explained.

Template matching is a basic object detection me仕10d 血 Computer vision. Fig-

Ure 2.4 representsthe ouaine ofa basic template matching by sliding window. The

Ie丘 image is the template, and the dghtimage is the target image. For the simple

explanation, the template is the clipped region 丘'om the target image. First of a11,

a search window', which is a candidate region,is set a11d the similarity between the

template and 壮le candidate region is calculated.1f the similadty is over a prede・

6ned threshold, the region is stored as a detection result. otherwise, the similarity

■

Search
Window

Fig11re 2.4: outline ofa basic template matching by sliding window'.

Similariw
Check

^
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is calculated again a丘er the search window shi丑S to the right some pixels.圦lhen

the window anives atthe nght edge ofthe targetimage,the window startsscalming

again ftom the le丑 edge a丑erthe window is setsome pixels below. This processing

is iterated undlthe search window anives at the right bottom of the targetimage

Since it is necessary to address scales and in-plane rotations ofa face, the window

With a variety of sizes and rotation angles iteratively scans. By this proced山e, the

face region can be localized 6naⅡy. This is a basic te111Plate matching by sliding

Xvind0叉V

The template in Fig.2.4 is the clipped region ofthe targetimage for the simple

explanation. Hence,thistenlplate can detect only speci6C person's face.1n orderto

detectvarious faces,itis necessary to create a template, whichhas common features

Or pattems in the various faces.1n this research, different templates are desi8ned

and used for multiview face detection and tracking, and multiview face u'acking on

Privacy protected videos. These details are described in each chapter

2.3 Search method

As represented in Fig.2.4, sliding window is 0丘en used when a face in a target

image is searched. Nevenheless, iteratively scamling the whole image using a va-

riety of scales is ine丘ective.1n order to solve this problem, some ea'ective search

approaches are proposed、 For instance, Bamea et al. propose sequentialsimilarity

detection algorithm (SSDA) in 1972 [26]. This method accumulatesthe di丑'erence

Of each pixel value when the dissimilarity beNeen a template and a candidate re・

gion is calculated using sum ofabsolute diaerence (SAD), etc.1fthe accumulated

Value exceeds a prede6ned threshold,the current candidate region is rejected. since

it is not necessary to check a11the pixels, this approach can reduce the calculation

Cost. Tanimoto proposes an ea'ective search n〕ethod by pyramids search [27]. This

9



method 6rsdy generates some kinds of low resolution images. Next, candidate re・

gions are obtainedby applying sliding window inthe lowestresolution image. A丑er

that, neighborhoods ofthe obtainedregions are searched inhigherresolution image.

By repeating 壮lis proced11re,壮le face region ca11 be acquired e丘ecdvely. since the

Sparse and dense searches are performed in the low a11d high resolution images,this

approach is also ca11ed as coarse・to-6ne.1n this method, some parameters for the

number of low resolution images and the search ranges in each resolution image

must be setin advance.

Murase et al. pointoutthatthe coarse-to-6ne method sacri6Ces accuracy forpro-

Cessing speed because the solution candidates in parameter spaces are not checked

We11[28].1n order to solve this problem, they propose active search. This method

is able to automatica11y determine whether neighborhood should be checked or not

Using a similadty ofthe already checked region.1 explain the detail wiⅡI Fig.2.5.

The template and already checked candidate region are indicated aS 入land A. The

Similariぢ, be加een u and A is sAM.1n orderto judge whether 如Checked region

B should be checked or not, an upper limitis calculated using the below equation.

The l・1 meanS 壮le number ofpixels, and the lAn Blrepresents the logicalconjunc・

tion between the A and B.1f sup is larger 壮lan 壮le currendy acquired maximum

SUP
仇伽(SAUIAI,1A n BI)+ 1B

倒

M

SAM

SBM

AI

Figure 2.5: The calculation ofa11Upper limit.

(2.D
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Similarity, SBu is calculated. otherwise, it is omi杜ed. By 血troducing this ap・

Proach, fast search can be achieved

Lampertetal. propose anovelmethodapplyingbranch・and・boundscheme [29]

Genera11y, a set ofcandidate regions whose appearances are similar has almostthe

Similar matching scores. Therefore,辻 one candidate region is judged as that this

region does not contain a target object, a set of the candidate regions can be dis・

Carded.1fone candidate region contain a target object, the set is splitted into sma11

Sets and they are checked again、 By iteraung this procedure, e丘ective search is

Possible.1n experiment, high accuracy and fast speed ofthe Lampert's method are

quantitatively represented

These related works are high・speed. However, in・plane rotation is not consid・

ered. Hence, rotation angle camlot be obtained.1n order to acquire the angle, it is

necessary to scan iteratively while gradua11y rotating a target image. Nevertheless,

this approach is not e丘ective.1n orderto solvethis problem,this research focuses on

the optimization ofparameters by metaheuristic algorithms. More speci6Ca11y, this

research addl'esses more ea'ective search by simultaneously optimizing geometric

Parameters such as a location, scale,田ld in・plane rotauon

2.4 Metaheuristic algorithm

As explained in sect.23, most related works consider the location and scale,

however in・plane rotation is not considered. since rotation angle is necessary de・

Pending on applications, this research considers in・pla11e rotation in addition to the

10cation and scale parameters. Nevertheless,6nding optimal parameterS 工入lhich can

10calize a target object in a target image is a hard problem. This is because there

exist enormous solution candidates in each parameter space, and the sum of solu・

tion candidates exponentia11y increases when壮le combination oftheseparametersis

Ⅱ



Considered. AISO, since it is necessary t06nd the optimalsolution within a reason・

able time limit ifpractical use is considered, applying a 会.111 Search method which

guarantees an exact solution is impossible.1n order to solve this problem, meta-

heuristic algorithms are often used. They are designed to solve approximately a

Wide range ofhard optimi2ation problems. AISO, almost a11them have the f0110W・

ing characteristics BO]

. Nature・inspired (for example, ftom physics, bi010gy, and eth010gy)

. use ofstochastic components (involving random variables)

. No use ofthe gradient or hessian matrix ofthe objective 6、1nction

. several parametersthat need to be 6tted to problems at hand

Asintroduced in BO], avariety ofmetahe11ristic algorithms have beenproposed

Among theln, this research focuses on population・based metaheuristic algorithms

In this category,there are genetic algori壮〕m (GA) BU, particle swann optimization

(PSO) B2], differential evolution (DE) B3].1 brieay explain these methods、

2.4.1 Genetic Algorithm (GA)

Algorithm l Genetic algorithm
g = 1

Initialize population p ={PI,gjP2,gl、「PN,g}
、▼hile (Not end ofgeneration iteration) do

for i = 1t0 <r do

Calculate 6tness ji
end for

Selection

Crossover

Mutation

g = g + 1
end while

12



Genetic algorithm is proposed by Jolm H. H011and BU、 The procedure ofthis

method is represented in A1合orithm l. Let g be the generation nulnber. The p is

the population, the 八lis the population size, the iis the individual number, and

the j is the 6tness. First of aⅡ, population p is initialized. since an individualin

Simple GA consists of a binary string as C11romosomes, the population are initial・

ized by randomly determining the binaries. Next, a丑er the chromosomes of each

individual are decoded from the binary string to real values,6tness f is calculated

Using the decoded realvalues. A介erthat, selection scheme is performed forthe next

generatlon

There are some selection schemes such as roulette wheelselection,toumament

Selection, and ranking selection, etc. A comparison ofeach selection scheme is re-

Ported in B4,35]. This research mainly adopts roulette wheelselection. The reason

is thatthis selection scheme achieves high performance on template matching with

GA B6,3刀.1n the roule廿e wheel selection, individuals whose 6tness is high are

Selected xvith high probability. Therefore, this scheme can be represented ushlg the

f0110wing equation

Let s be selection probability

After the selection, children are generated by crossover. There are also some

Crossover methods, such as one point crossover, two point crossover, a11d unifonn

Crossover.1ntl〕is research,the uniform crossover is used andthis reason is the same

to the selection scheme. Figure 2.6 Shows the uniform crossover.1n this crossover,

ra11domly chosen 今enes are changed wiⅡl a selected individualpair,

Fina11y, mutation, which inverts randomly chosen genes, is performed with a

10w probability. This processing is applied to preventpremature convergence ofthe

Population. By 北erating these procedures until a termination condition is satiS6ed,

S・

Σ←,九

f
(22)

B



Parent l

Figure 2.6: unifonn crossover.

the optimal solution can be obtained 6na11y.1his is a simple GA algorithm.

Parent 2

2.4.2 Particle swarm optimization (PSO)

Particle swann optimization (PSO)is a globaloptimization method, which uses

the metaphor ofthe aocking behavior ofbirds, etc B2]. The procedure is described

in Algorithm 2. Each particle p has position vectors x, velocity vectors v, and

Pbest which is the best position vectors acquired in the search. First of a11, p is

initialized by randomly detennining x and v. Next,6tness f of each particle is

Calculated.1fthe f is highertha11 fpbest, which is the highest 6tness obtained in the

Search, the ωPbest is updated. Then, v is calculated to update x of each particle.

For the calculation of v,inertial masS ω,iS 6rstly calculated. The ωmα工 and ω仇iη

are the maximum a11d minimum limits ofthe inertial mass, and the T isthe upper

imit ofthe number ofiterations ofsearch. These values must be de6ned by a user

in advance. Next, v is calculated. For this calculation, acceleration coe伍Cient cl

and C2,如ifomlr如dom numbers([0.0,1.OD φl and φ2, and ωgb"t are required. The

ωgbest is the position vectors that one particle with the highest 6tness has. There

are cases where the calculated v is too large or smaⅡ. hl order to prevent this,

Velocity clamping is applied. This is to restrict the calculated v to a reasonable

range [-V仇。., vm如1. Genera11y,[10,20]% of杜le size of each search space is set

郎血0[-U,伽, V仇如I B8]. A丘改tho010mpiogohook,thox i脚Pd飢od那ingtho v.

Child l

Child 2
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Algorithm 3 Dia'erential evolution

Initialize vectors x ={ω1,g}.「ωN,g} ofpopulation p
While (Not end ofiteration) do

for i = 1t0 Ⅳ' do

Calculate 6tness fi
end for

fori = 1t0 Ⅳ do

Generate a mutant vector 紺l by mutation
Generate a child ui,g by crossover
Acquire 6tness ofthe child jl
ifj'<" th印

しむ?,g+1
else

{むi,g+1
^

end if

end for

g=g+1
end while

Here, the details ofthe mutation and crossover are explained. There are some

types ofmutation 飢d crossover methods andthey arerepresentedusing the f0110W・

ing notation, D三/A/B/C. The A means the selection method of a target vector,

the B represents the number of difference vectors, and c is the crossover method.

Hence, D三/rαπd/1/biηmeansthat a targetvector is randon11y selected (mTI,g), one

di丘'erence vectoris calculated (ωT2,g一即r3,g), and binomialcrossoveris applied. The

binomial crossover is explained later. The r means the randomly chosen individual

numbers and r1 ヲ4 r2 ヲι r3. since a scale Fi,g is usua11y applied to the di丘erencee

Vector,the equation to generate a mutant vector (ui,g) with 杜le D召/rαπd/1/biπ is

represented as below

{P.,,,.'., PN,,}

In the mutation strategy, there are also D三/rαπd/2, D三/best/1, D三/best/2,

D三/curreπt・to・rα71d/1, D三/curreπt・to・best/1, etc

Ui,g "η,,十 R,,(叫.,,一■殆,,)
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Algorithm 4 Binomialcrossover

地πd_iπt[1, DIフraηd

forj = 1to D do

if川πd_do"bl'fo.0,1.01 く q,,0,j == jm,' th印

rithm

As descdbed in sect.2.3, some e丘ective object search methods are proposed

They consider location and scale of a target object, however in・plane rotation is

not considered. This meal)s that the rotation angle ofthe target object in an image

Camlot be obtained.1n orderto acquire the angle,itis necessary to adopt other algo・

rithms or sliding window while graduaⅡy rotating the t釘σet image. Nevertheless,

this approach is inetfective. For more e丘'ective search, in-plane rotation parameter

Shouldbe simultaneously optimized in addition to the location and scale. ofcourse,

the optimization of杜lese geometric transformation parameters is not easy task. The

reason is that each parameter has a search space and there exist enormous solution

else
UJ

記
1,g

end if

end for

A丘er the mutant vector is calculated, the child u is generated by the crossover

There are some crossover methods, such as binomial crossover and exponential

Crossover, etc. Here,仙.e binomial crossover is described in Algorithm 4 as an ex・

ample. Firstly, a variable number j地れd is randomly selected. The D is the number

Ofconsidered variables. Next, a random n磁nber of[0.0,1.0]is generated, and ifthe

jrαηd,the mutant vector 工μJ is used as the child'SValue is sma11erthan ci,g orフ

Vector 認.'

Iemplate Matching with a Metaheuristic Algo・2.5
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Candidates.＼入lhen the combination ofthese parameters is considered, the number

Ofsolution candidates exponentia11y increases. Moreover, when 壮le practicaluse is

Considered,this combinatorial optimization problem must be solved wi血in reason・

able time lim北

In order to address this problem, this research uses a metaheuristic algorithm

This algorithm is able to simultaneously optimize multiple parameters. Hence, by

Optimizing the geometdc h'ansformationparameters t010calize a target objectin an

image,the target object can be searched ea'ectively. The below equation represents

the geome壮'ic h'ansformation when the location, scale, and in-plane rotation of a

target object are considered

-1-01-
Each matriX 丘om the leftside representsthe transformation mah'ices ofthe para11el

transformation, in・plane rotation, and scale, By simultaneously optimizing the 6Ve

Parameters, tT, tv,θ, SI, and sv, in each matrix using a metaheuristic algorithm, a

target object can be localized. This is tl〕e template matching with a metaheuristic

algorithm

2.5.1 Performance comparison between GA and pso on lem-

Plate Matching

As explained in sect.2.4, there are a variety of metaheuristic algorithms.1t is

necessary to investigate which method can achieve good perfonnance on template

matching.圦le have already investigated this in B9], and its content is described

here

(2.4)
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(a)

Figure 27: Examples of a target sequence: a) sequence l; b) sequence 2;の Se・
quence 3.

For the comparative expedments, t11ree target video sequences were created

(Fig.2.フ). A11the sizes are 320 × 240 pixels. A webcamera 圦las used to record.

The distance between the camera and a face was approximately 50 cm when the

recording started. The camera was brought close to the fh,ce while rotating manu・

a11y with constant speed.圦lhen the distance between the camera and the face was

approximately 30 cm,the camera was moved away 丘om the face t050 cm. This

movement wasrepeated two times by one rotation.

Templates are acquired 丘'om the initia1 丘'ame in each sequence (Fig.2.フ). A11

the templates indude eyebro、刃S, palpebra16Ssures, nose, and mouth completely.

For 血e reduction of the calculation cost, the templates were scaled down t0 1/4.

小)

(C)

(a) (C)仏)

Figure 2.& Templates: a) 29 × 29 Pixels; b) 33 × 33 Pixels; C) 30 × 30 pixels.

■■
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The intetpolation method is bicubic intelpolation

Theperformances ofGAandpso areevaluatedbasedonwhe杜lerthey cankeep

detecting the faces conectly by optimizing the geometric parameters explained in

Sect.2.5.

Experimental setup ofGA

Genetic algorithm 6rstly requires initialization of population. This is al、入,ays

necessary on an initial frame. Nevertheless, the initialization is ulmecessary 丘om

the next frames、 This is because the appeara11Ce of a target object does not dras・

tica11y cha11ge on consecutive 丘'ames, and the localsearch is enough. Hence, by

inheriting the converged population at 6nal generation in a current fralne to the

next 丘ame as the initial population, the local search ca11 be achieved.1his idea

is proposed as evolutionary video processing [40] and good performances are re-

Ported B7,36]. Therefore, GA inu'oduces this approach in this comparison

Genetic algorithm also introduces elitism. The elitism saves an elite individual,

、刃hose 6tness is the hiσhest in each generation, and inherits to the next generation

Since there are cases where elite 6tness decreases by generation iteration, the elitism

is introduced to preventit

In comparative experiments, GA optimizes parameters of para11eltranslation

(紹, y), scales (sm, SV), and in・plane rotation (θ). since each parameter is coded as

eightbits based on myprevious work B6],the chromosome length ofindividualsis

40 bits. The set crossover and mutation probabilities are o.7 and o.05. The sizes of

Population a11d generation iteration are described later

20



ExperimentalsetⅡP ofpso

As explained in sect.2.42, it is necessary to set values ofparameters for pso

in advance. Each set value is represented below

● Acceleration coe伍Cient (CI, C2):2.0

● Uniform random number (φ1,φ2):[0.0,1.0]

● Upper and lower limit for inedia weight(ω7π。力ω仇iπ):0.9 and o.4

● The number ofiterations (T):100

Di仔erent values have an inauence on the search performance. Nevertheless,6nding

Optimal parameters is not main objective in this experiments, hence the parameter

investigation iS 6.1Nre work

SilnⅡar to GA, padicle s、刃arm of pso at 6naliteration in a current frame is

inherited to the next 丘'ame as a11initial particle swarm. However, pso does not

have an algorithm such as mutation ofGA to prevent premature convergence, This

Causes detection failures and they are con6rmed in preliminary experiments.1n
キ

Order to solve this problem, Algorithm 5 is introduced

Let Ⅳ be the swarm size. The D is the number ofvadables, and D = 5 in

this comparative experiments since u〕e 6Ve geometric transformation parameters

are optimized. Each m,υ,微Pb郎t is the position vector, velocity vector, a11d pbest

21

Algorithm 5 Mutation for pso
for i = 1t0 <r do

ifi != gbest then

if川πd_do"bl.[0.0,1.0]<= 0.07 thoo
Initialize 翻1 υl a11d lpb" t,j

end if

end for

end if

end for
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The t11reshold o.07 Was empirica11y determined. By generating uniform random

numbers and using them,the vectors are initialized

In order to suppress generation of too sma110r large velocity vector, velocity

Clamping is introduced. Genera11y,[10,20]% of the size of each search space is

Set B釘.1nthe experiments,three di丘erentranges,10ツ0,15%, and20%, are adopted

and compared

Other Experimentalsetup

Sincethe both ofGA and pso depend on a random number, di任erentten ran・

dom seeds were 廿'ied. The average value of a11the results was used for the evalu-

ation. The number ofused swarm sizes was lo,30, and 50. The populauon sizes

Of GA were lo,31, and 52. The reason why these si2es were setis tl〕atthe di丘'er・

ence ofthe detection accuracy is comparedby adjustlng processing time as much as

Possible. Each search range of壮le optimized geon〕etric transformation parameter

is represented below

. para11e1 廿anslation 仏,V):[0,319] and [0,239]

. scales for 乞 and y axes: Di丘'erentscales depending on targetsequences

.1n・plane rotation (θ):[0,360]

The adopted 6tness function for GA and pso is based on suln of absolute dif・

ference (SAD). Equation (2.5) represents the 6tness function.

Let f be the 6tness. The ω and y are the coordinate, and the ul and h are the width

and height ofthe template. The プ and p mean that pixel value ofa template and a

.

f 1.0

h

ΣΣゆ1"ール"1
τιJ

記=1ν=1

255 X w x h
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tar合etlmage.

In order to judge the result, we set two criteria. The 6rst criterion is that when

a detection bounding box, whose size is increased t0 110 %, includes a11the 6Ve

evaluation points,the resultisjudged as success. Figure 2.9 Shows the examples of

the evaluationpoints. They are manua11y set. Eachpointindicatestheupper eyelids,

inner comers of eyes, and bottom of mouth.圦lhen it is dimcult to set the point

due to occlusion of hair,仕le point is predictively set. The second critedon is the

judgment ofthe in・plane rotation. There is a possibility thatthe result isjudged as

Success even 壮10ugh 血e rotation angle is not conect.1n orderto remove such case,

the distances between 征le upper le丑 and dght vertexes of the detection boU11ding

box, and 壮le evaluation point of 血e bottom of moU血 are calculated. AISO, the

distances between the upper le丘 a11d right vertexes ofthe detection b0磁lding box,

and the evaluation points ofthe both upper eyelids are calculated.1fthe distances

t0 血e upper eyelids are shorterthan the distance to the bottom ofmouth,血e result

isjudged as success.

Thecomputer which was used haS 32 GHz cpu and 4 GB physicalmemory.

Figure 2.9: Manua11y set evaluation points

ExperimentalResults aⅡd consideration

accuracy Processlng Per

One fiame ofGA and pso. when a11 血e accuracy ofpso with di丘'erent velocity

Iimitations are compared,20 % iS 山e best. Therefore, this percentage is the most

From Table 2.1 t02.4 Show the detection and

23
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The numberof血dividuals

Accuracy (%)

Processing time (mi11isecond)

Ihe velocity limitation is lo %Table 22: Results ofpso

Table 2.1: Results ofGA

The number ofparticles

Accuracy (ツ0)

Processing time (m辺isecond)

Table 2.3: Results ofpso. The velociw limitation iS 15 %

10

94.5

36.8

The number ofparticles

Accuracy (ツ0)

Processing time (mi11isecond)

31

96.4

111.0

The velocity limitation iS 20 %Table 2.4: Results ofpso

Suitable percentage for template matching.圦lhen the population and swarm sizes

are lo,the accuracy ofGA is higher while the accuracy ofpso with 30 and 50 is

higher. Thisreason isthat di丘erent 丘om GA, pso is better ataddressing continuous

Problems such as video processing since the particles search based on directional

52

10

97.フ

185.0

882

387

The number ofpadicles

ACC噂acy (ツ0)

Processing time (mi11isecond)

30

94.フ

114.4

50

10

96.5

187.1

88.5

379

Vectors

30

individuals are encoded as binary. This algorithm diaerence causes the accuracy

97.0

111.8

On the other hand, GA does not consider the directional vectors since

di丘'erence

50

10

97.4

187.4

91,1

37.4

By obtaining optimized geometric transfonnation parameters, sensing of the

target objectin images is possible. Figure 2.10 shows the detection results by GA

and pso. The values ofthe optimizedparametersto acquirethe detectionbounding

box are represented in Table 2.5. This result indicates thatthe both methods obtain

the similar sensing infonnation. Different from the search methods enumerated in

Sect.23, metaheuristic algorithms are able to acquire the in・plane rotation easily in

addition to the location and scale. Therefore,杜〕is apptoach is more e任ective

30

97.2

111.0

50

979

186.2
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Figure 2.10: used 丘'ames to obtai11Sensing information: a) GA; b) PSO.

(a)

Table 2.5: sensing result ofFig 2.10.

Fina11y, result examples by GA and pso are shown in Fig.2.11 and 2.12. The

b0伽 methods accurately detect the f五Ce. This is the teclmique, which is mainly

adopted to a11the researches in this thesis. By applying this teclmique, a vadety of

tasks are addressed. The f0110wing each chapter describes the details

Infonnation

Coordinate

(b)

Scale factor

Angle ofrotation

GA

145

111

1.8

2.1

2B

PSO

144

111

19

19

215

25
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(a)

(C)

Figure 2.11: Result examples by GA

(b)

(a)

(C)

Fig山e 2.12: Result examples by pso.

(b)
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Chapter 3

High-speed Multiview Face Detection

and lracMng using Effective

Iemplate Generation and search by

GA

In this chapter,1 explain the high・speed lnultiview face detection and h'acking

Using eaective template generation and search by GA. This research is published

as "high・speed multiview face localization and tracking with a minimum boU11ding

box using genetic algodthm" in B6]'

In orderto detect and track a multiview face,the f0110wing ideas are introduced

For example, a head iS 廿eated as a cylinder and the multiviexv face can be rep・

resented using the development of lateralsurface (2D modeD. The face can be

10cali2ed by a template, which is generated from the model and conespondsto the

target face direction. processing is very fast because parameters for both template

generation and a缶ne transformation are simultaneously optimized by GA.1n the

experiment, chaⅡen今ing 60 video sequences are created in a situation 工入lhere sub-
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jects drastica11y move their faces in a room using a standard computer and web

Then, the proposed method is applied to the sequences and the perfor・Calnera

mance is investigated. As a result, the proposed method achieves fast and accurate

multiview face localization and tracking

Where the number ofusers is one, can be set.1n other words, one face always ap・

3.1 Introduction

A human face has much information thatis use6.11for many systems employing

For example, there is an eye detection method for detection of sleepingCalneras

attl〕e wheel[41] and lip detection and reading methods for an interface and com・

munication systems [40,42]. Genera11y, these methodS 6rsay localize a face, and

Set a Rolto obtain eyes and lip infonnation. Therefore, accuracy a11d localization

Speed are important for practical use. However,there are some di伍Culties: D Each

Photographic environmentis different,2) parameters ofcameras are differentin the

real world, and 3) Face direction is not alwayS 丘'ontal. hl order to overcome these

Problems, many methods have been proposed.1n particular, many methods treat

the face detection problem as a binary decision one, with viola's lnethod [43] being

One ofthe most famous to so. hlrecent years, ma11y methods using deep leaming

have been proposed [44,45]. These methods are based on pdor macl〕ine leaming

and this approach is cunently the standard one. However,there are some problems:

1) C011ecting and creating datasets are hard work [46],2) Leaming does not al・

Ways converge [47]-therefore, empiricalparametertuning is necessary, and 3) The

Ieaming time is long [4釘

In orderto avoid these problems, we treat face localization not as a binary deci-

Sion problem but as an optimization problem in this research. Because ourresearch

Considers applying to the systems described above in the 6.1ture, one precondition,
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Pears in each 丘ame and the face ca11 be locali2ed using optimization methods by

Settinσ the a缶ne transformation parameters, which localize the face, as the global

Optim1Ⅱn. Nevertheless,the sum ofcandidate solutions, which existin each parame・

ter space,is enormous. Because seven types ofparameters are used in this research,

the sum ofcandidate solutionS 6.1rther increases. This is a combinatorial optimi2a・

tion problem, which makes it di伍Cultto search forthe global optimum in real・time

However, evolutionary computationmethodsincluding GA [49] can solve Ⅱle prob・

Iem e缶Ciently. By focusing on this advantage and applying itto template matching,

We deal with multiview face localization and tracMng. Because candidate regions

are generated by cl)romosomes ofeach individual,血e scale and rotation ofregions

Can be adaptively adjusted by generation iteration, unlike sliding window.1n other

Xvords, since candidate regions are invariant with the scale and rotation, the labor

for feature design can be reduced

011rconsidering applications are based on video processing while also proposed

method must be fast. Because sliding window, which is 0丘en used in many meth・

Ods, iteratively scans the whole inlage, this method is not suitable for video pro・

Cessing. A丘er the face is globa11y searched and localized in the initial ftame,10・

CaⅡy searching and tracking it from the second frame is more e缶Cient. ofcourse,

the sliding window can achieve this. However,ifscale and rotation are considered,

the computational complexity increases, so this approach is sti11ine缶Cient. on the

Other hand, GA can achieve what is needed. Besides, the population can automat・

ica11y and globa11y search when tracking is lost. Hence, template matching with

GA has some advantages, Based on this approach, accomplishino multiview face

10cali2ation a11d tracking wi壮) high・speed is our main objective in this research

The size ofthe detectionbounding box according to recentmethods [50], which

are based on prior machine leaming, tends to be large (Fig.3.1(a)). However, the
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(a)

Fig11re 3.1: Di丘erence in 血e size of壮le b0如ding box:
method [50];(b) proposed method.

Size should be as sma11 as possible because a large b0如ding box has noises, such

as background. Hence, we also address localization and u'acking problems with a

minim111n b01Ⅱlding box (Fig.3.1(b)) in this research. Note that the mea11ing of

the m血imum b0山lding box isthe minimum region surrounding face partssuch as

Palpebra16Ssures, nares, and a mouth, but, as much as possible, has no noises such

as hairandbackgr0如d.

In 血e expedment, a cha11enging 60 video dataset 加 Which subjects drastica11y

move 壮leir faces with various back8r0山lds was created.1n each 丘ame, only one

趣

(b)

(a) a recent face detection

face appears.血 addition, any i11Umination changes and occlusions are notincluded

Since the proposedmethodwi11be applied to the systems, which are used in rooms.

The proposed method and comparative methods are applied to the created dataset,

and the performances are compared

Particle 61ter (PF)[5U can be applied to this research since the structure is

Similarto GA. However, PF has more pre・determined parameters. For example,the

ranges ofvelocity and noise vectors for a11the state vectors must be detennhled in

advmlce ifthe linear and non・Gaussian modelis used. Because 壮lis is hard work

and GA does not require 壮lese settings,this research focuses on GA.
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Proposed Method3.2

3.2.1

A hun〕an head can be approximated usin8 an elHpsoid or a cylinder [52,53]

Development ofcylinder's lateralsurface can be represented from apr061e to frontal

face using only one 2D model. Hence,the multiview face can be localized using a

template, which is generated 丘om the model and conesponds to the face direction

With yawing. The rotated (in・pla11e) face can be localized by r011ing the model

AISO, appearance change with pitching can be represented by changing dista11Ce

Of facial parts of the model. For example, the distance bet、Neen palpebra16Ssures

Basic ldea

and nares is short when face direction is upward. The dista11Ce between nares and

mouth is shod when face direction is downward. This change can be represented

easily using the 2D model. Thus, there is an advantage as calculation cost is smaⅡ

because the 3D appearance change can berepresented by the 2D model

There are some problems aboutthe above ideas. Forinstance, a丑er aⅡ Pattems

Ofthe templates are generated, a11 matdling scores must be calculated in a whole

tarσet hηage, since prediction offace direction in advance is di伍Cult. This approach

takes a long time. other problems are generalities of the 2D model a11d features

They must be considered for a11 User's faces.1n this section, we explain a solution

for these problems. Note thatthe proposed method simulates the 2D appearance

Changes by the 3D headpose changes butthe method does not estimate 杜le 3D head

Pose, The outline and the pseudo code are described in Fig.32 and Algorithm 6

Ihe detailis explained in the f0110wing sections
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2D model

(36"22 Pixels)

a b c

Population

町

Fi今Ure 32: oudine ofthe proposed method. Red boU11ding box indicateS 壮le face
Catldidate region. Greenboundingbox indicatesthe elite individualand localization
result.

匡口国

A什ine transformation

A1客orithm 6 Proposed method

Final generation

Templates

Input2D face model
Generate population for GA

While (Not end ofa vide0 丘'ame) do
Input one video ftame
Create binary and sMn region eX壮'acted images

While (Not end ofa generation iteration) do
Create templateS 丘'om the modelusing the population
Calculate matching scores (6tness)
Selection, crossover, a11d mutation

end while

Obtain 壮le elite individual

Display the detection result ofthe elite individual
end while

Generation

iteration

Initial generation

曹

3.2.2

As described in the previous section, a human head can be approximated using

a cylinder. Development oflateralsurface is a rectangle and 血e rectangle model

2D Model

is created as shown in Fig.32. The modelis a binary image. The black regions
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indicate palpebra16Ssures, nares, and a mouth. The eyebrows are not used because

there are cases where they are occluded by 丘'ontalhair. since this research focuses

On high・speed, the created modelis silnple a11d smaⅡ(36 × 22 Pixels). of course,

many models with varied appearances canbe createdby changing the shape, width,

and height of regions, which represent the model and the facial parts.圦7e should

Considerthese models, however工入le do not discuss them because this paper focuses

On a locali2ation and track血g possibility ofdle multivew face by optimization

In orderto detect a face using the 2D model, parameters fortemplate generation

and for face candidate regions are necessary. The proposed method localizes the

face by obtaining these optimi2ed parameters. The details of tl〕ese and the opti・

mization method are explained in the f0ⅡOwing sections

Iemplate Matching with Genetic Algorithm (GA)3.2.3

For multiview face localization, a variety ofmethods can be applied.1n partic・

Ular, detector based approaches are popular; however, generating a trained model

is hard work and the calculation cost of sliding window is large. Therefore, an

Optimization based approach is adopted in this research

This approach can localize the face region by setting the a伍ne transformation

Parameters that indicate 杜le face region as the global optimum and the 6、1nction to

Calculate the matching score as the objective 員lnction. NeveHheless, optimizing the

Seven parameters, which are for a伍ne transformation (ω, V, S, and e) and template

generation (α, b, and の as shown in Fig.32,is dimcuH. This is because the number

Ofcandidate solutionsin each parameterislarge andthe sum ofcombined candidate

Solutionsis even larger、 Evolutionary computationmethodsincluding GA can solve

this combinatorialoptimizationproblem e価Ciently. Hence, we addressthis problem

by constNcting an algorithm, which can localize the multiview face at high・speed,
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by applying GA inthisresearch. The appliedGA isthebinaw coded GA [49]. The

reason why this GA is used iS 壮lat 仕le speed of壮le crossover a11d the mutation is

faster 壮la11the realcoded GA.

Xve explain how t010calize the face using GA and model. Templates are gener・

ated 丘om the modelusing chromosomes,α, b, and c ofthe individuals. Fig11re 33

represents the procedure. First ofa11, a pixelrange [α, blis detennined by the chro・

mosome.1f C 三 0, the region under the horizontal Hne ofthe upper nares in the

template shi丘S Up lcl pixels. otherwise,壮le region over the horizonta11ine ofthe

10wer nares shi丑S down c pixels. By processing in this way, the template is gener・

ated. Fig11re 33 is an example of(α, b,の=(11,33,-4). The number ofgenerated

templates is the same to the population size because the templates are generated

Using chromosomes of each individual. Next, rectangles, wi壮l a size the same as

each generated template, are transfonned by the parameters ofm, V, S, and e. The

10cated rectangles in a targetimage are ca11ed candidate regions a11d each matching

Score is calculated using the 6tness function. The detail ofthe function is described

in sect.323. The calculated matching score is used as the 6tness in template

matching with GA.

A負er aⅡ the 員tness scores are acquired, genetic operations, selection, crossover,

andmutationareperfonnedto generatenextpopulation.1n血isresearch,the roulette

^

α

=

閏
b

Figure 33: Example oftemplate generation.
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Wheelselection and the uniform mutation are used. The roulette wheelselection is

a process to selectthe individuals based on the f0ⅡOwing equation

Let p and i be the selection probability and the individual number. The j and Ⅳ

are the 6tness and the population size.1n this selection method, the probability of

individuals 、vith high 6tness being selected is hi8h. Next step is crossover. uni・

fomlcrossover is adopted and assignsthe genes ofthe parents to the offspring. The

Parent's gene to be copied at each crossover point is randomly detennined. uni・

R

form crossover C如 generate various wpes of chromosomes and diversity can be

Σ.司九

f

maintained [54]. Last operation is mutation. The probability ofmutation randomly

inverting 壮)e genes is low.1his operation is also applied to maintain diversity. By

iterating these genetic operations,the population forthe next generation is produced

and the parameters are updated. This GA has already been applied to a11 eye track・

ing method [41] and a lip detection me廿10d [40], and high detection accuracy is

reponed. Therefore,these operations are also eaective in this research

The proposed method introduces evolutionary video processing [40]. This pro・

Cessing initiaHzes the populationjust once at dle 6rst generation in an initial frame,

(3、D

and inherits them 介om tl〕e 6na1 σeneration to the next frame as the initial popula・

tion.1he reason why this processing is used is thatthe search is e丘ective because

the face appeara11Ce does not drastica11y change in consecutive frames. AISO, this

Processing can reduce calculation cost for initialization

Fitness Function

In this research, the 6tness is calculated in each candidate region by countino

the number of pixels, which represent the black in the binarized image and skin
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region in the skin region extracted image. The binarized image is used because

face parts, such as palpebra16Ssures, nares, and a mouth, can be extracted as black

Pixels. The reason why the sMn region is focused on isthat most backgrounds can

be removed. since the binarized image and the skin region extracted image can be

treated as binary, calculation costis reduced, which is an advantage. By combining

these features, the multiview face can be localized. However, we noticed the gen-

erated template size tends to be sma11in the preliminary experiment. For instance,

the template representing the pr061e face localizes half of the frontal face.1n or・

der to suppress this tendency,information about width and height ofthe generated

t引nplates is introduced. The designed 6tness function is represented in Eq.(32).

j

rskiπ

r.kiπ+ rpa,お十 0,5P'kiη十 0.5(rwid仇十 rhoight)

7n/slkin

e/SI)arts

1.0 - e/slkiπ

WT/1V机。dd

hソH仇。dd

rpart5

1)skiη

rulidth

The 6tness function consists ofa reward r and a penalty p, and they are nonnalized

to [0.0,1.0]. The rskiπ represents the proportion of the n磁nber ofwhite pixels in

the skin region ofthe template. The 仇 and the slkiπ in Eq.3 mean 壮)e number of

White pixels in the skin region ofthe template and the area ofthe skin region ofthe

template, which is generated by the ith individual. The rPのts iS 壮le proportion of

the number ofblackpixelsinthe face partsregions ofthe template. The eand sl ts

in Eq.4 are the number ofblack pixels in the face parts regions ofthe template and

the area ofthe face pans regions ofthe template, which is generated by the ith indi・

rheight

(32)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.フ)

.
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Fig11re 3.4: preprocessing for a binarization:(a) C010r;(b) gray scale;(の twice
grayscale erosions;(d) binarization using an adaptive t11reshold.

Vidual. Thepski九 representS 伽e proportion of壮le number ofblackpixels in 壮le skin

region of伽e template (Eq.5). The rwidth and the rheight are the proportion ofthe

Width and the height ofthe template to the width a11d 壮le height of血e model. The

Wl a11d the lvm。delin Eq.6 representthe w'idth ofthe generated template by the ith

individualand the width of血e model. The hl and the H仇。deιin Eq.7 representthe

height of血e generated template by the ith hldividual and the height ofthe model.

The constant values,0.5, are 壮le weight, which are determined empidca11y. They

are necessary since no weights cause a localization enor in uniform background

due to the inauence ofthe pskin. AISO,too large a template tendsto be generated by

the inauence ofthe rwidth and the rheight. The weights ca11reduce these failures.
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3.2.4 Preprocessing

After a vide0 丘'ame is input, binary image and skin region extracted image are

Created. Figure 3.4 Shows the generation process for the binary image. Firstly, a

target c010r image (Fig.3.4(a))is convertedto a gray scale image (Fig.3.4(b)). sec・

Ondly, grayscale erosions are performed twice to enha11Ce face parts (Fig.3.4(C))

The 3 × 3 kemelis used and replaces the centered pixel with the minimum pixel

Value in the neighborhood. A丘erthat,the binary image is generated using an adap・

tive threshold (Fig.3.4(dD. Thresholding is performedbased on the f0ⅡOwing equa・

tlons

Let B be the binarized pixel and the target pixel at (ω, y) is denoted as p(ω,ν). The

t is the threshold, which is calculated in a neighborhood of 11 × 11 Pixels. The

neighborhood size a丑'ects the line width of the edges aner the binarization. The

Sma11er size iS 血e thilmer line width. Because the area ratio between face parts and

Skin a丘er binarization should be the same t0 壮le model,11 × 11is setbased on the

Preliminary experiment. The u is a constant value. The smaⅡer u is, because more

black pixels appear as noise. since much noise a丘ects the accuracy,υ= 10 is used

based on the preliminary experiment. These 6Xed parameters are easily affected by

Iarge i11Umination change. However, these parameters can be applied because this

research supposes that there is no i11Umination change, as mentioned in sect.3.1

The same values are used in a11the experiments

Next,the procedure to create a skin region extracted image is explained.1n this

←{'司☆ゞー,ー}

(3.8)

υ (3.9)
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research, the method of chai et al.[8] is used. This method can extract the face

region from a head・and・shoulders view even ifbackground is duttered、 AISO, this

method does notuse priormachine leaming. Hence,itis suitable to ourconcept.叉入le

brieay explain the algorith111. There are 6Ve stages in this method. Atthe 6rst stage,

the candidates ofthe skin region are extracted. A丑er an inputimage is converted to

Ycrcb c010rspace,the crand cb components are obtained. Next, candidate pixels

are exh'actedbased on the f0ⅡOwing equation

The c(ω, V) indicates whether a pixel at (ω, y) is a candidate or not. The cr(ω, y)

and cb(紀, V) representthe pixel values in the cr and cb images. The Rcr and

Rcb indicate Ⅱle ranges ofthe pixel value,[133,173] and [フフ,127], The extracted

Candidates are sho、刃n in Fig.3.5(a). At the second stage, the pixels are dassi6ed

into three classes (D(Z, y)), non・facialregion,intermediate, and facialregion, using

the f0ⅡOwing equations

I if(Cバ認, V) E丑凸)n(cb個, y) E究CO)

O otherwise

D←,y)

Noto thot whoN ■= 0,..., W'卯,d/4 -1 釦d y = 0,...,鳥m,此/4 -1. Tho

1π4αTget and Htargεt are width and height oftargetimage. Through this processing,

the resolution is reduced t0 ν16 (Fig.3.5(b)). Next,the f0110wing t11ree steps are ap・

PHed. D AⅡ the D(卸ly), which conespond to the edge ofthe image, becomes zero

β.1の

d価, y)

3

ΣΣC(4.十i,匂十j)
3

j=0 i=0

(3.1D
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(d)

Figure 3.5: preprocessing for skin region extraction:(a) extraction ofthe skin re・
gion candidates (stage one);(b) classi6Cation ofthe candidates (stage t、刃0). Facial
region,intermediate, and non・facialregion are representedbyblack, gray, andwhite
Pixels;(C) geomeh'ic conection (stage four);(d) reconstNction of t11e resolution
(stage 6Ve)

(non・facialregion). This mea那 that D(0, V)= D(1V加四d/4 -1, y)= D(留,の ^

D(留, Htarget/4 -1)= 0,2) xvhile the 3 × 3 neighborhood scans the whole image

and D(認, V) becomes zero when the nunlber ofd = 16 in the neighborhood is less

than 6Ve.3) The 3 × 3 neighborhood scansthe whole image and D(即づ y) becomes

16 in the neighborhood is greater than two' At the16 When the number of d ^

third stage, the pixels with uniform intensities are eliminated as background. HOW・

ever, this stage is not used in this research because results are detrimental. At the

fourth stage, the number of colmected pixels of hori20ntal and vertical directions

is checked.1f the number is lower 血an the t11reshold, the pixels are eliminated as

noise (Fig.3.5(C)). Atthe 6丘h stage,the resolution ofthe image in the fourth stage

is reconstructed by using the image in the 6rst stage (Fig.3.5(d)).

.

.
(C)

国
(b)

.
,
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(b) (C)(a)

Figure 3.6: Examples ofthe dataset l. A11the images are the 6rst frame:(a) back・
gr0如d l;価) backgr0如d 2;(C) backgr0如d 3

Experiment3.3

3.3.1

This research considers applications t010w cost systems, such as those used in

rooms wi血 feedin8 devices for orthopedica11y・impaired people B刀. Hence, video

Creation ofa Dataset

datasets in which chest・to・head area of one subject appears are necessary. Many

face datasets exist; how'ever, there is no suitable dataset fbr our objecdve, as far as

We know. For example, AFLW [55] a11d FDDB [52] are famous datasets. HOW・

ever, they are not video data. Biwi kinect head pose database [56] is dose to the

Considered envir0111nent since this is a video dataset with chest・to・head ofone sub・

ject appearing. Nevertheless, the change of 小e face direction and the n111nber of

backgroU11ds are sma11. Thus, there is no applicable dataset a11d so we created

a new dataset.圦le 負rsdy took videos of ten subjects 、vith three di貸'erent back・

grounds (dataset l and Fig.3.6). Moreover, another dataset, which contains more

Vadous backgroU11ds, was created (dataset 2 a11d Fig.37). The number ofsubjects

in dataset 2 iS 負Ve,、¥ith four ofthem being the same as dataset l a11d the other is

a new subject. The number ofbackground types is six. Because the applications

t010w costsystems are considered, a cheap web camera, HD pro webcam C910 of

Logico01, was used 、Nith 30 fps.1n both datasets,the 6rst face direction is arbitrary

and the subject 丘eely moves face by 血e end. speed ofmovementis notresu'icted,



(a)

熱

(e)(d)(C)

Figure 37: Examples ofthe dataset 2. AⅡ the images are the 6rst frame:(a) back-
ground 4;(b) backg0如d 5;(C) background 6;(d) background 7;(e) backgr0如d 8;
(o backgr0如d 9.

化)
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(a)

Figure 3.8: Example of a sequence:
丘ame

(C)

however, to avoid blur, it is not too fast. The created dataset can be opened and

downloaded at our project web page [57]. Figure 3.8 Shows an example of face

direction cha11ge in one sequence.

3.3.2 CreationofGroundlruth

(C)価)

(a) inma1 丘'ame;価) 93th 丘ame;(C) 186th

GroU11d tNth is created forevaluationand its data also canbe opened at ourweb

Page [57]. The ground tNth is created based on the f0110wing Nles.1f血e face is

Only pitching or r011ing, the upper side ofthe groU11d tmth passes b0壮I upper sides

3
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Ofthe palpebra16Ssures.1fthe face is ya圦ling, the upper side of the ground truth

Passes the upper side ofone palpebra16Ssure, the one that has a sma11er v coordi・

nate. Because the lower side of血e ground t川th passes through the bottom ofthe

mouth regardless ofthe face direction,the height ofthe 8r0磁ld tNth is detennined.

Next, by detennining the maximum width,圦lhich includes the palpebra16Ssures,

nares, and the mouth, but, as much as possible, does not contain hair, sideb山11S,

and background, the ground truth is created.1fthe palpebra16Ssures are occluded

by hair, t11e gr0山ld 廿Uth is predicted mld created. Examples of gr0磁ld tmth are

Shown in Fig.39

(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: Examples ofgr0如d 住Uth.

督

(C)

3.3.3

The objective of壮le proposed method is t010calize 仕le multiview face by op・

imizing parameters for template generation and a伍ne transformation. AISO, this

research focuses on video processing while localization accuracy must be high in

a11 Vide0 丘'ames. h order to evaluate the localization accuracy, the average over・

Iap ratio [58] between the localization result and the ground u'uth in each target

Sequence is used. As comparative methods, orozco's detection me壮10d [50] and

Saragih'S 廿acking method [59] are applied. since orozco's method oU中Uts an up・

dght bounding box,the rotated goU11d tNth calmot be used forthe evaluation.1n・

Stead, an updght bounding box is created 丘om the g0山ld u'uth and used because

Evaluation Method
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it almostrepresentsthe minimum face region. The saragih's method also does not

OU中Utthe bounding box so bounding box must be createdusing landmarks forthe

evaluation. To create a bounding box similar to the proposed method for fair com・

Parison,just some selected landmarks are used. The proposed method outputs the

bounding box,、刃hich passesthrough the top ofthe palpebra16Ssures and the bottom

Of壮le mouth, and includes aⅡ the face pads. Based on this,the landmarks, which

indicate the contours ofthe palpebra16Ssures and the mouth, and indicate the facial

Contour included in the range ofy coordinate from the top ofthe palpebra16Ssures

to the bottom ofthe mouth, are selected. The bounding box is created 丘om these

Selected landmarks

3.3.4 Settings

As shown in Fig.32, seven parameters are optimized. Each search space is

representedbelow

.(a,b,の:([0,1刀,[18,35],[・6,5D

. paraⅡel hanslation (認,y):([0,319],[0,239D

. scale (S):[2.0,5.0]

. Rotation (θ):[・50,50]

As indicated in Fig.33, the a, b, and c are necessary to generate templateS 丘'om

the model. The combined rmlge of a and b is [0,35] to represent from a pr061e

to frontal face. The c represents the appearance change by pitching of壮le face

The range is [・6,5] and this is the conceivable maximum range in this research

The search ranges of the ω and the y are [0,319] and [0,239] because the size of

target images iS 320 × 240 pixels. Ranges of scale and rotation are [2.0,5.0] and
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[・50,50], which are also conceivable maximum ranges. chromosome leng杜I per

One parameter iS 8 bits based on our related work [4U. crossover and mutation

Probabilities a丘ect convergence speed and maintenance of diversity ofpopulation

However, any detennination method can be established and the values close t0 1.0

and o.o are 0丘enused [601. Therefore,0.95 and o.05 are setinthis researchbased on

the preliminary experiment. There is no established dleory to determine population

and generation sizes. Genera11y, population size is sma11er壮langeneration size since

evolutionary computations acquire an optimum solutionby evolvingthe population

Hence,10o is set as generation size and 6Ve kinds ofpopulation sizes (Ⅳ),10,20,

30,40, and 50, are checked. Twenty random seeds are used and the average is

Shown asthe whole resultsince GA depends on therandom seed

In the experiment, average processing time per one image is measured. CPU

and RAM of the computer are comprised of lntel core i7-3770S (3.1 GHZ) and

16 GB

3.4 Result and Discussion

3.4.1

Table 3.1 Shows the results. The perfonnance ofthe proposed method with a11

the Ⅳ and backgr0如d types is higher. Especia11y, performances in backgr0如d l

and 2 are high, Figure 3.10 shows the localization examples ftom background l

and 2. Top le丘 in the image indicates the generated template 丘om the elite indi・

Vidual. A template similar t0 血e face appearance is generated and adapted to face

direction. AISO, robustness oflocalization is sh0圦ln regardless ofany large face di・

rection change. Figure 3.11 Shows convergence ofpopulation in an initia1 丘ame of

a sequence、 1he green and red bounding boxes represent the elite and other indi・

Dataset l
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Table 3.1: Average overlap ratio in dataset l.
Backgr0如dwpe

2 3

Ourmethod Ⅳ

Ⅳ

Ⅳ

Saragih et al.
Orozco et al.
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0.61

0.63

0.63

0.64

0.64

0.54

0.30

0.58

0.59

0.58

0.59

0.58

0.40
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^
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0.18

0.17

0.15
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Figure 3.10: Examples of the results:(a)丑'om 壮le backgr01111d l;(b) ftom the
backgr0如d 2.
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Figure 3.11:
6nal.
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(b)(a)

Generation is:Conver8ence ofthe population.

Viduals in the 6rst generation. Top le丘 of image indicates the generated template

from the elite. parameters for a伍ne 廿ansfonnation and template are optimized as

generation iterates.

Inbackground 3,theperfonna11Ceofproposedme血od (when Ⅳ= 10)is higher

tha11the comparative methods, howeverthe di丘'erence is lower compared to back・

grounds l a11d 2. one reason for 血isisthe existence ofa region 壮latis similarto the

face. Figure 3.12 Shows a wpicalexample and each image 丘'om le丑 to rightshows

the result image wi仕l generated template, binary image, a11d skin region extracted

image. The localization fails because 山e cardboard in血e shelfhas a similarpattem

t0 壮lat of山e template and sMnregionpixels. This failure occursin a11the sequences

OfbackgroU11d 3.1n order to investigate the failure result in greater depth, W'e ex・

Perimented again a丑er the cardboard region ((ω,V,wid仇,height)=a65,61,65,4D)

is eliminated as sh0圦ln in Fig.3.13(a). The resultis represented in Table 3.1 (back・

gr0磁ld 3'). The performa11Ce does notimprove very much and 血e average overlap

^

(C)

(a) 6rst;(b) 40th;(C)

Figure 3.12: Typicalfailure on a cardboard in the background 3.
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化)(a)

Figure 3.13: Elimination oft11e cardboard:(a) example ofthe elimination;(b) de・
tection failure.

^

downward facesratio is about o.45. The reason for this is that there are ma11y

in background 3 (Fig.3.13(b)) since the camera position is higher tha11 壮le faces.

Theproposed method fails on a downward・10oking face because face parts are self-

Occluded and thisis colmnon in a11the sequences. Therefore, an improvementsuch

as switching to online tracking, etc.,is necessary. W'e wi11 explore this in our 61ture

^Ork.

Figure 3.14: Examples oftracking failure by saragih's method.

Performa11Ces of comparative methods are lower tha11 Proposed method in a11

Sequences. The average overlap ratio by saragih's method [59] is higher 壮lan the

Orozco'smethod [50]. Examples of杜'acking failureby saragih's me仕10dare shown

in Fig.3.14. This method can 訂'ack the multivieW 金Ce with high speed. Nevemle・

Iess,6tting error occurs in the middle oftracking since the amount offace direction

Change is too large for this method. The cumulative error 6naⅡy causes a local

ization failure, as shown in Fig.3.14. Because this failure occurs in consecutive

frames, the average overlap ratio decreases. A110thet reason is face detection fail
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Ure. saragih's method requires face detection to set Rolt06tthe model,in orderto

Obtain facia11andmarks before u'acking. However, there are cases where the mul-

tiview face calmot be detected in the initial frame and some consecutive ftames

due to large face direction, This causes some false negatives and they decrease the

average overlap ratio. Thus, the performance of saragih's method is lower than

Proposed method. The perfonna11Ce of orozco's method is als0 10W. This is be-

Cause the bounding box for detection is too large as shown in Fig.3.1(a). This

method has higher performance on AFL叉入1[55] and FDDB [52] datasets, which are

0丑en used as a benchmark. However,ifmultiview face detection with a minimum

゛

bounding box is considered, the performance decreases because the bounding box

for detection istoo large and it calmot obtain a high overlap ratio. perfonnance may

be improved by simple scaling down ofthe large bounding box. However,itis not

easyto decidethe amount ofscalin8to acquire the minimumboundingbox thatwi11

6t the face parts. Therefore, simple scaling is not suitable for our purpose. AISO,

general face detection methods oU中Ut only upright bounding boxes.1t meansthat

the background is induded in the bounding boxes when the face has out・of・plane

rotation, on the other hand, the bounding box ofthe proposed method does notin・

Clude muchbackground since the parameter ofin-pla11e rotation is optimized. AISO,

Conection ofin・plane rotation is easy when the optimi2ed parameter is used. This

is an important factor for applications, which obtain eyes and mouth information

Therefore,the proposed method is a practical method

Table 32 Shows average processing time ofeach method. The time by the pro・

Posed method is shown with each population size (1V). Based on increase of <r,

the time also increases. This processing time is ftom template generaaon t0 号en・

eration iteration for the detection. The proposed method is very f会St. However,

Sara即h's method is faster. Thisis because the amount ofappe釘ance change ofthe
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face between the consecutive 丘ames is sma11, a11d the local patches of the model

Can keeP 6tting and the face can be tracked for a smaⅡ Calculation cost. A11the av・

erage processing times in orozco's method are over one second' since this method

Uses a deformable pad model, some part 61ters must be applied to an image 、刃ith

di丘erent scales、 1t is necessary to iteratively scan tl)e whole image, so calculation

Cost is large. considering average processing time a11d localization perfomlance,

the proposed method isthe most exceptionalmethod

3.4.2

The average overlap ratio in the dataset 2 is shown in Table 33. From the result,

Performance ofproposed method is the highest. since perfom〕ance in dataset l

is also high, the proposed method is the best one. on the othcr hand, tl〕e perfor・

Dataset 2

mances of sarahi's and the orozco's methods are low, which is due to the same

reason in dataset l. Figure 3.15 Shows result examples in each background ofpro-

Posed method. Although each subject's face has a variety oflocations, scales, and

rotations, the proposed method detects a11the faces. similar to the result in the

dataset l, the proposed approach is robust to in dealing 圦lith a缶ne transformation

and out-of・plane rotation. Therefore, proposed method can be applied to systems,

Such as feeding devices for orthopedica11y・impaired people B7] and communica・

Table 32: Average processing time in the dataset l (ms)'
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Figure 3.15: Result examples of山e proposed method in each background.
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tion systems [42]

Nevertheless, proposed method fails in skin region eX廿'action a11d localization

and h'acking of a downward・10oking face. Figure 3.16 Shows a failure example

Because 杜le necessary features are lost by self・Occlusion, detection 金ils. AISO,

false skin region extraction ofcloth is another problem. Therefore,in the 員gure,it

is necessary to propose a new method, which can solve these problems.

Table 3.4 Shows the average processing time in dataset 2. This resultis similar

to datasetl. Theproposedmethodwhere <1 = 10 isf五St, howeversaragih's me壮10d

is faster. The average processing time by orozco's met110d is over one second in a11

^

^
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Table 3.3: Average overlap ratio in dataset 2.
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Figure 3.16: Failure example ofthe proposed me壮10d.

Table 3.4: Average processing time in 壮le dataset 2 (ms).
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backgroU11ds. saragih's method isthe fastest, howeverthe localizationperfonnance

Of血e proposed method is the highest a11d it is practicalto use.
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In this research, we propose a novelhigh・speed multiview face localization and

tracMng method with a minimum bounding box by applying template matching

Wi壮IGA to video processing. A human head is approximated using a cylinder and

from a pr061e to frontal face is represented using a 2D rectangle model, which

is the development of 血e lateral surface. Then, multiview face localization can

be achieved by adaptively generating a template, which conesponds to target face

direction, from model. AISO, high・speed processing is achieved by simultaneously

Optimizing parameters fortemplate generation and a伍ne transformation using GA.
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Forthe experiment, di丘erent subjects wiⅡ) di貸erent backgrounds are recorded in a

roomusing a standard web camera. performance ofproposedmethod is highertha11

Comparative methods, which are based on prior machine leaming. AISO, proposed

method has the advantage of being able to easily obtain sensing information and

Correct in・plane rotation because a伍ne parameters can be obtained from an elite

individual. However, proposed method often fails when there is a region similar to

the face in a background and the face direction is down圦lard.1n the 6.1ture, we wi11

aim for higher performa11Ce by considering a new model, features, preprocessing,

and method. Due to limitations ofspace,the estimation offace directions cam〕otbe

mentioned,叉Ne think the proposed method has substantial potential. The study of

this wi11be our nexttask
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Chapter 4

Multiview' Face lracMng on privacy

Protected videos

In this chapter,1 explain a face tracking method on privacy protected videos

Nowadays, many computer vision techniques are applied to practical applications,

Such as suNei11ance and facialrecognition systems. some of such applications fo・

Cus on information extraction fron〕 the hun〕an beings. However, people may feel

Psych010gicalstress about record血8 their personalinformation, such as a face, be・

havior, and cl0壮1. Therefore, privacy protection of the images and videos is nec-

essary. speci6Ca11y, detection and tracking methods should be used on the privacy

Protected images. For this purpose, there are some easy methods, such as bluning

and pixelating, and they are often used in news programs, etc. Because such meth・

Ods just average pixel values, no important feature for the detection a11d tracking

is le丘. Hence, the preprocessed images are unuse6.11.1n order to solve this prob・

Iem, we have proposed shU缶e 61ter and a multi-view face tracking method with

genetic algorithln (GA). The 61ter protectsthe privacy by changing pixe110cations,

and the c010r information can be preserved. since the c010r information is le丑, the

tracking can be achieved by a basic template matching with histogram. Moreover,
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by using GA instead ofsliding window when the subjectin the image is searched,

it can search more e伍Cienuy. However, the tracking accuracy is stiⅡ 10圦l and the

Preprocessing time is large. The ptoposed multiview face detection and tracking

method, which is described in previous chapter,is also unable to achieve high per・

formance, Therefore, a new method is proposed in this research.1n the experiment,

the improved method is compared with our previous work, CA入ISHIFT, an online

Ieaming method, and a face detector. The results indicate thatthe accuracy ofthe

Proposed method is higherthan the others

4.1 Introduction

Until now, many cameras are set up everywhere and they are utilized for many

Putposes t11rough computer vision techniques. one of the major examples is a

Survei11ance system in pubHc and private spaces, Although the suNei11ance sys・

tem has been becoming popular, recording in the public and private spaces stresses

People out because the recorded videos have much private information, such as a

face and behavior. h) order to solve this problem, protecting the privacy is neces・

Sary. since a relationship between the privacy protection and t11e suNei11ance cam・

era is strong, there are some researches [61,62]. For example, there is a method

that a processing such as background subtraction obscures the personalinfonna・

tion. However,壮lis approach is not always appropriate because the odginalimages

are used. For example, if an accident detection system in a bathroom is consid・

ered,imageS 血 Which user's nudity appears mustbe used. some people may sU丘er

the psych010gicalpressure about using the original c010r images that everyone can

Understand who is doing what. From this reason, detection and u'acking medlods

Should be used on the privacy protected images

In order to protect the privacy, blur and pixelation are often used in Tv pro-
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grams, etc. These methods can protectthe privacy by averaging pixel values. AI-

though they are simple and easy to use,theprocessed images are U11Use会.11for object

detection and tracking since no important feature is le丘. Hence, a new method is

necessary.1n our previous method [63],圦le proposed shume 61ter,、Nhich replaces a

Centeredpixelwith arandomly selectedneighborhoodpixel. Because itjustchanges

the pixe110cations, some localfeatures, such as edge and comer are lost and recog-

nizing what or 、Nho is in the preprocessed images becomes di伍Cult. on the other

hand, the c010r information can be preserved. Therefore, the template matching

With c010r histogram was used in our previous work

Here, the algorithm is brieay explained. The detailed algorithm is introduced

Iater. Before the tracking starts, a 丘ontal face ofa user is detected by a face detector

Using an initialraw image. Then, C010r histograms are created as the template from

the detected region.1his template creation step is performed only one time. A丘er

that,thetracking starts.1he shU州e 61teris applied to generate the privacy protected

image when a neW 丘an〕e is input. Then,the region, whose histogram conesponds

to the template in the privacy protected image, is searched.圦11)en the subject is

Searched,the slidingwindow is often used in_many object detection methods. HOW・

ever, a search window mustscan the whole image iteratively with avariety ofsizes

AISO, if in・plane rotation of the tracking target is considered, some rotated target

images must be created and scanned again. This approach is ine缶Cient.1n orderto

Solve this problem, we applied a genetic algorithm (GA)[49]instead ofthe sliding

、入lindo、N. By optimizing a伍ne transformation para111eters and converging candidate

regions,圦lhich are generated by individuals,1nore e缶Cient search 、入las achieved.

experimental results, the previous method was superior to some relatedFrom the

Works

Nevertheless,the preprocessing tilne ofthe 61ter is long because enormous ran-
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dom numbers are generated in every input frame, and the h'acking accuracy is sti11

10W.1n orderto solve these problems,the preprocessing and壮le creation ofthe ten〕ー

Plate me杜〕ods are improved in this research.1n experiments, some related works,

Which are our previous work [63], CAMSHIFT [64], viola and Jones face detec・

tor [43], and online leaming [65], are compared. From the results, the research

Purpose ls achieved

4.2 Related works

In order to protect privacy, some obscuration methods, such as blurting and

Pixelating (mosaicing)[66,67] have been used. These methods are easy to use,

and we sometimes watch them in news Programs, etc. However, a relationship

between a loss ofinfonnation and strength oftheprivacyprotection istrade・0丘[67]

Iherefore, it is dimcult to determine the strenσth level. From this reason, these

methods should not be used,1n order to solve this problem, we have proposed

Shume 61terthat a centered pixelisreplaced 、¥ith a randomly selected neighborhood

Pixel[63]. Because this method only cha11ges a location ofthe pixels, the pixel

Values can be preseNed. Hence, using template matching with c010r histogram is

One ofvalid methods. AISO, the privacy can be protected since some local features

Such as corner and edge are lost when the size of the 61ter is large. Nevertheless,

ra11domly selecting the neighborhood to replace in every ftame is time-consuming

Sincemanyrandomnumbers mustbe generated.1herefore, we addressthis problem

in this research

For the face detection and tracking, many methods have been proposed. viola

and Jones face detector [431is a famous and a practical method. Based on this

method, a multi・view face detection method [68] is also proposed、 This approach

is applied to many appHcations since the performance is good. However, C0Ⅱecting
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many daねSets and checking their quality forthe leaming are hardwork. AISO,there

is the privacy protection problem about c011ecting many face datasets. Moreover,it

requires many face detectors, which are for each face direction. Fromthese reasons,

this method is hard to use

CANISHIFT [64] ca11track an object by manuaⅡy selecting it before the 廿ack・

ing. The selected region is used to obtain the c010r histogram. A丑er the tracking

Stads, a backprojected image is created based on the frequency when aneW 丘ame

is input.1n t11e back projected image, high and loxv liequencies are represented as

intensities ftom 255 to o. Then, by searching the high probability region with the

mean shift algorithm [69], this method can keep u'acking even if壮le appearance is

Changed. GeneraⅡy,ifthe c010r ofthe object drastica11y cha11ges by ocdusion and

great appearance change, the tracking is dimcult.1n order to solve this problem,

Some improved methods are proposed [70,7U. However, these methods calmot

track a face if the background has the face c010r. Therefore,血ey failto u'ack in

Such case

Oikawa et al.[63] propose a template matC11ing using c010r histograms. Before

the tracking stads, a 丘'ontal face in an initial raw image is automaticaⅡy detected

Uslng a

Ycrcb c010rspace to obtain Ⅱle histograms ofcr and cb components.1n addition,

the histograms of cr and cb components are acquired 丘'om a frontalregion of a

head. The reason why four histograms are used isto improve the accuracy. After

the tracking starts, only the face region can be tracked by evaluating the template

With chisquare distance. Although authors show resultS 杜)atthe lnethod is superior

to cA入、1SHIFT,the accuracy is low. For a practicaluse,itis necessary to improve

Online leaming method [65]is a use会.11method since it can track an object even

if the appearance changes and the occlusion occur. Because the method samples

Then, only the face region is extracted and converted toface detector
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Positive a11d negative data 丘om a target image, they are robust to the appearance

Changes. Nevertheless, itis necessary to investigate whether the me杜10d can keep

tracMng on a preprocessed image for the privacy protection、 Therefore, we exam・

ined 壮lis

Proposed Method4.3

Preprocessing by replacing pixels for privacy protection4.3.1

As described in section 4.1 and 4.2, bluning and pixelating lvith strong level

are good for privacy protection, howeverthey calmot be used for any detection and

ttacMng methods since 仕le methodjust averagesthe pixelvalues a11d no impoHant

feature isleft. Hence, a new method, which can protectthe privacy andpreseNe the

feature,is necessary. Because losing some local feaNres, such as edge a11d comer

is essential for obscuration, one of valid features is c010r. From this perspective,

Oikawa et al.[63] propose shU州e 61ter that a centered pixelis replaced with a ran・

domly selectedneighborhoodpixel. The pixelvalues canbepreseNed andthe c010r

information can be used since thiS 61terjust changes the pixe110cations、 However,

this method always generatesrandomnumbersto determinethe neighborhoodpixel

to replace in every 丘'ame, a11d it takes a long time. For fast processing, a solution

is necessary. one of easy approaches is creating a replacement pattem before the

tracking starts a11d using it'when a new ftame is input. This mea11S the replacement

Pa廿em ofevery 丘ame is alwaysthe same. However,it can protectthe privacy since

the localfeatures are lost. The detailed algorithm is explained. Firstly, a map, whose

Size is the same to a target image and it is used to record the replacement pattem,

is created. secondly,π X π 61ter is set. Thirdly, a nei号hborhood pixelis randomly

Selected. A丑erthat,the information, which represents the centered pixeland the se・
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Figure 4.1: Example of replaced pixels with dia'erent 61ter sizes:(a) 3 × 3;(b)
17 × 17;(C) 31 × 31.

(a)

Iected neighborhood pixel are replaced,is recorded. Then,the 61ter movesto a next

Pixel. By iterating these steps,the map can be created. This method can reduce the

Preprocessing time since prepadng this map is required before t11e 訂'acking starts

and generating ma11y random numbers is only one time. Fig.4.1 Shows an example

Ofpreprocessed images with dia'erent 61ter sizes.

化)

4.3.2 Acquisition ofa c010r histogram template

Somerealproblems,such asi11Uminationandappearance changes, mustbe con-

Sidered because we consider a practical application. hl order to address them, se・

Iecting a robust c010r space for a template is important.1n our previous st11dy [63],

Crand cb components wereused sincethey werethe bestcompared withthe others

in preliminary experiments. Because 壮le Ycrcb c010r space can extractintensity

(Y), this c010r space is tobust to i11Umination change. AISO, the c010r distributions

Ofthe cr a11d cb do not drastica11y change even ifthe face appearance is cha11ged.

Fig.42 Shows the result of bhattacharya distances between the c010r histograms

(C)

Ofa ftontal face and the 0壮ler face directions. The result ofthe distances is repre・

Sented atthe top le介in each image. Except forthe downward face,杜le distances are

Sma11. This result meansthat a multi・view face can be tracked wi血 only one c010r

histogram template, which is created 丘'om the 丘'ontal face. From this reason,these
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Figure 42: Bhattacharya distances between a 丘ontalf五Ce and the other f五Ce direc・
tlons.

0.95

9

0.93

C010r components are used in our previousresearch and 血isresearch.

Next, we explain how to acquire the c010r histograms forthe template.1n our

Previous study,they were obta血ed 丘'om the 丘'ontal face and the forehead using an

iniual raW 丘'ame befote the 訂'acking starts. HOW'ever, these re部ons are not good

for the robustness. The reason is that when the face pitches, the appearance of

the forehead cha11ges and the histogram distances become large. This causes low

accuracy. Hence, a ne、v region, which does not drastica11y change even if血e face

direction changes, mustbe used. Therefore,壮le new acquisition me壮10d is proposed

in 伽is study. Firstly, a 丘'ontalface is detected by [43](Fig.43(a)), and the detected

region is eX廿acted and resized t0 ν9 (Fi名.43(b)). The reason why the region is

resized isto decrease血e calculation costwhenthe face inatargetimage issearched.

The detailis expla血ed in section 43.3. Based on the resized size, a modelis

Created (Fig.43(C)). Each c010r tegion i11the model represents the locationS 杜lat

the c010r histograms are obtained. The white c010r region represents a forehead

and sidebums. The centered gray region indicates a ftontalfh,ce. The bottom li号ht

gay region represents a chin. The black region is not used since itis backgrolmd.

Note that the model, W'hich is created for another person, is not exactly the same
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Fig山e 43: Acquisition ofa c010r histogramtemplate based on a model:(a)丘'ontal
face detection by [43];(b) extraction ofthe detected region and resized result;(C)
the modelto create the template.

because it is created based on the size of 壮le face detection result. since cr and

Cb components are used, six histograms are acquired. They are registered aS 血e

template a丘erthey are nonnalized.

(a)

4.3.3 1emplate matchingMth GA

(b)

Sliding window is used in most object detection me壮10ds when an objectin a

targetimage is searched. Here,壮le procedure ofthe sliding window is expla血ed.

Firsdy, a search w'indow, which is a11Uprightrectangle,is set on a targetimage. The

Window size is usua11y detennined by a user.1fa sma110bjectis a detection object,

壮le sma11Size such aS 20 × 20 pixels is set. The iniualposition istop le丑 of血e target

image. secondly, a region in 壮le window is inputto a detector and evaluated. The

region is displayed as a detection result if血e detector oU中UtS 壮le high evaluation

Value because it means thatthe region includes the object. Thirdly,the search win・

dowmovesto dghtandevaluatetheregion again. Theamountofmovementcanbe

detemlined by the user. The window scans again ftom le丑 to right when itreaches

the right side ofthe target image. The search starts a丑er the window is set at next

row. The number ofrows ca11be also detennined by theuser. The scan stops when

the window reaches at bottom right ofthe targetimage. Although this approach is

0丘en used,the e缶Ciency ofthe search is not good. This is because thatthe windo、N

(C)
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廿ansfolmation

可
Chrolnosolnes

Generadon

Iteratlon

mustscan 壮le whole targetimage 飢d 壮le number ofchecks of壮le ca11didate regions

is enormous. The number ofchecksincreasesifscaling and in・plane r0仏tion ofthe

Object are considered. The reason is thatthe window wi壮l a vadety of sizes must

FigⅧe 4.4: Template matching with a GA.

Sca11 again on the many rotated targetimages. consequently,ittakes a long time to

Process one image.1fthe search window is aexible aboutthe a伍ne transformation,

Such as para11e1 訂'anslation, scale factor, and in・plane rotation, the search time can

be reduced.1n orderto achieve this, each parameter must be optimized emciently.

Optimizing them is a combinatorial optimization problem. Hence, a GA is applied

in our previous work and in this research. By optimizi11g the parameters, the ob・

ject can be searched more e伍Ciently. This is the template matching 、Nith the GA.

Fig.4.4 Shows the outline ofthe template matching wi血 the GA. First ofaⅡ, each

individual has the 6Ve a缶ne transfonnation parameters, which are paraⅡeltrans・

Iation ofm and v axes, scale factor ofω and y axes, a11d angle ofrotation e. They

Consist ofeightbits. A丘erthey are decoded to realnumbers, arecta11gle, whose size

is the same to the modelandthisis explained inprevious section,iS 註'ansfonned and
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10cated in the target image. The located re号ions are ca11ed candidate regions. Af・

ter that, C010r histograms are obtained from each candidate region using the model

Note thatthe number ofsampling points is constant even ifthe ca11didate region is

Scaledup and down. Rmeansthatno interpolation is used. Thisis because the inter・

Polation takes a long time. ofcourse,ifthe size ofthe modelis large, the sampling

time becomes long even ifthe interpolation is notused because the sampling points

increase.1n order to avoid this, the detected and extracted face region is resized to

V9 (Fig.4.3(b)). This is the main reason 壮)e face region is scaled down. A負er the

Obtained histograms are normalized, an objective value is calculated by an objective

function.1t is explained in section 43.4. Next, a丑er a 6tness value is calculated,

genetic operations, such as selection, crossover, and mutation are perfonned. An

elite individual can be obtained as a detection result by iterating these proced山es

The application ofGA to template matching has another advantage, By inheriting

the population in the 6nal generation to initial generation in the next frame, the

initialization is not necessary. Therefore, the processing time can be reduced

4.3.4 0bjectivefunction

The objective 6.1nction is shown in equation (4.D

0

Let o be an objective value. w is a weight, and D is a histograln distance between

the template and an individual. H, F and c are the histograms, which are created

from the forehead, face and chin regions (Fig.43(C)). Equation (4.2) represents

WKDHげ十 PH.)+(DFず十 DF.)十

W'D0ず十 DC.),
255

Σ{P①一q①yD

(4.D

(4.2)
i=0
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Chisquare distance. The reason why this measurement is used is the perfonnance

is better than the other histogram measurements such as bhattacharya distance in

Preliminary expedments. p and q arethehistograms ofthetemplate and a candidate

region. iis a pixel value.1n equation (4.D, the weights are multゆlied to the his・

togam distances ofthe forehead and chinregions. Thisis because thatthese regions

indude some noise (background) when a facial appeara11Ce changes. For instance,

Xvhen the face direction is upward, the forehead appearance changes, however the

Chin appearance does not drastica11y change.圦ilhen the face direction is downward,

this relationship is reversed. Therefore, the histogram dista11Ces should be adap・

tively 工入leighted. Fornlnately, since GA ca11 adequately optimize the weights, U11

and U12 are optimized in addition to the amne transformation parameters. This idea

is only proposed in this research. Each search ra11ge is detennined empirica11y and

they are [0.5,1.0] and [0.0,0.S]. A 6tness value is calculated by a 6tness function,

Which nonnalizes the objective value to [0.0,1.0]

Experiment4.4

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we experi・

mented. The testset consists of 15 Videos and they were recordedby a web camera

and used in our previous work [63]. The image size waS 320 × 240 pixels. The

number of appeared persons waS 6Ve and backgrounds were three. Fig.4.5 Shows

tl)e 廿〕ree di仔erent backgrounds. Each background type was complex, a li廿le com・

Plex and not complex.1n the not complex background videos, cardboards appear

Since 杜leir c010r is similar to human skin、 The reason why this condition is set is

to investigate whetherthe used c010r spaces forthe template are appropriate or not

The c010rspaces arejudged asinappropriate ifthe detection fails on 壮)e cardboards

Only the person is in each video and his face drasticaⅡy changes. Fig.4.6 Shows
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Figure 4.5: Example oftest sets:(a) complex backgrolmd;(b) a little complex;(C)
not complex but similarto skin c010r.

(a) 仏)

Figure 4.6: Target images in 壮le test set of Fig.4.5(b):(a) 54th frame;仏) 87th
丘血e;(C) 140th 丘'ame.

(a)

the targetimages in the test set ofFig.4.5(b). hlorder to create the template before

the tracking starts, the face in a11the initial frames are frontal. The number of員lter

Sizes forshU州e 、NaS 15 (3× 3 t031× 3D. Thenumberofindividuals andgeneration

iterations waS 30 and loo. The probabilities of crossover and mutation were 095

and o.05. Because GAdepends onarandom seed, weused lo random seeds anda11

the results were averaged forevaluation. The coding me壮10d ofa chromosome was

binary, and eight bits were used for each parameter. Hence,the chromosome con・

Sists of 56 bits since 6Ve paratneters for a缶ne transformation and two weights for

the objective 6.111Ction are optimized. The search ranges ofpara11e1 訂'ansfomlation

Ofω and v axes are [0,320] mld [0,240], scale factor ofω and y axes are [1.5,3.0],

angle ofrotation e is [・15.0,15.0], and weights forhistogram distances ofa forehead

Wl and a chin W2 are [0.0,0.5] and [0.5,1.0].

h orderto compare 圦lith the related works, four methods were selected. They

(C)

⑤ (C)
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Figure 4.フ: Example of detection results for some face directions. orange is the

Proposed method, blue is oikawa et al., green is cAMSHIFT, purple is cRT, and
red is viola and Jones detector, however it calmot detect

Were 011r ptevious me血od, which is c010r histogram template matching using the

C010r histograms of a ftontal f会Ce and a forehead [63], viola and Jones face de・

tector [43], CAMSHIFT [64], a11d online le如血g method (CRT)[65]. The proper

Parameters for each method were setfbr fair comparison by author. A11initialrect-

口

angle for the cRT waS 709、'o of the frontal f五Ce detection result by [43] since the

resultincludesthe background and 北 Causeslow accuracy.

The ground 訂'uth for the test set was created by hand.1t is a rectangle, which

has in・plane rotation. The upper side is a top ofthe eyebrow, the bottom side is

the bottom of a jaw, and the right a11d le丘 Side are near a sideb山n. The oU中Ut

results were evaluated by bounding box evaluation [72].1n this evaluation, when an

Overlap ratio exceeds o.5,the detection resultis success. However,this t11reshold is

tight for 壮le expeHments S血Ce the proposed method does not use the local features.

This means that stabilizing the tracking results is di缶Cult and it causes the lo、N

accuracy. Therefore, the two thresholds,40% a11d 30%, were used. The computer,

Whose cpu waslntelcore i7-3770S (3.1 GHZ) a11d RAM waS 16 GB, was used.
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4.5 Results and consideration

Fig.4.7 Shows an example ofthe detection results by the proposed me壮10d and

Comparative methods in one testset. The face directionsin each image are di丘erent

The size ofthe shU伍e 61ter iS 31 × 31 Pixels and the backgroU11d type is complex

The orange rectangle indicates the detection result by the proposed method. The

blue, green, purple, and red rectangles represent the results by 壮le oikawa et al.,

CAMSHIFT, CRT, and viola and Jones face detector. There is no detection result

by the viola and Jones face detector since it can detect nothing, The proposed

method and cANISHIFT can track the face. This is because thatthey use the c010r

information as a feature to track. Therefore,they can track the face even ifthe large

61ter size is used. The middle and rightimages in the second row sho、N the tracking

failure ofthe cRT. The reason 、Nhy the tracking fails is thatthe errors by the 61ter

accumulate. This method uses a localfeature to leam in every frame. However,the

feature cannot be obtained since the shU州e 61ter loses it. This causes the tracking

failure

Fig.4.8 SI)ows the detection accuracy by each method.1n a11results, the detec・

tion accuracy ofthe proposed lnethod is the 1Ⅱghest.1t indicates thatthe proposed

method improves our previous method by using a modelto create the c010r his・

Of ourtograms and adaptive weights for the histogram distances. The accuracy

Previous research, which obtains the c010r histogramS 丘om a frontal face and a

forehead region,is the second. The reason why this previous method is inferior to

the proposed method isthat additionalinformation of壮le c010r11istograms is insuf・

6Cient.1n the both of the previous and proposed 11)ethods, the histograms of the

丘ontal face and the forehead region are used. However, the previous method does

notuse the histograms fromthe chin region. This causes a tracking failure when the

face direction is upward. AISO, the two weights for the histogramS 丘om the fore・
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head and the chin re部ons are one ofthe causes. hlthe proposed method,血ey are

OptimizedbytheGA. Hence,itcant山lethem whentheface directionchanges. This

improves the accuracy. There is one case thatthe proposed method fails to track.1t

isthe do、Nnward face. This case is di缶Cult because the facialpads are occluded and

the i11Umination on 壮le face becomes dark as shown in Fig.42. Hence,this prob・

Iem must be solved in the 員.1t11re. The detection accuracy of山e online leaming is

10圦1. The reason is thatlocal features are lost by the 61ter forthe protection privacy.

1、、nother reason is the parameter setting for decision 壮'ees. Genera11y,血e deep and

many trees increase the detection accuracy. However,the calculation cost becomes

high. Because this is trade・oa', setting the parameter is di伍Cult.1n this experi・

ment,the parameters were set based on they can procesS 血 10o ms per one 丘ame.

Hence, the accuracy is low. viola and Jones face detector can detect nothing. The

reason is that the local feature is lost by the 61ter. From this result, it indicates that
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Figιlre 49: Tracking results by cAMSHIFT:(a) detection results;(b) probabiliw
dish'ibution image.

the shU缶e 61ter can protect the privacy againstthe face detector, which is created

With many clear images. Nevertheless, additionalinvestigation is necessary since

there is a possibility that the detector, which is created ftom the privacy protected

images, can detectthe face on the preprocessed images. CAMSHIFT can track the

fh,ce accurately wi杜l high speed. However, the detection accuracy is low. Fig.49

Shows an example of壮le failure when the face direction is upward. Fig.49(a) is

the detection result and (b) is the probability disu'ibution ima8e. Because the f会Ce

and neck regions have much skin c010r, the detection rectangle is too large. This

method camlottrackonly dle face when the background issimilart0 壮le skin c010r.

Therefore,this method haS 杜le limitation

(a) 山)

In orderto reduce the preprocessing time ofthe shU缶e 61ter, a new method is

Proposed inthisresearch. h1血e experiments,thetimewas meaS11redand compared.

When the 61ter size waS 3 × 3 and 31 × 31, the proposed method takeS 12 and

1.o ms and the previous method takeS 4.o a11d 90.6 ms. obviously, the proposed

method improvesthe preprocessing time. From the whole experimentalresults,the

Proposed method achieves the purposes in this research.
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Summary4.6

Inthis chapter, wepropose animprovementmethod ofourpreviousstudy, which

Ca11Protectthe privacy ofimages with fastspeed and track a multi・view face on the

Preprocessed images. Because some local features, such as edge and comer are

10st by the obscuration 61ter, the c010r feature is focused on.＼Nhen a template is

Created, cr and cb c010r histograms from a ftontalface, forehead, and chin regions

are acquired by using a model. By using GA instead of sliding window when a

face in the imaσe is searched, the face can be detected more e缶Ciendy. Moreover,

inh'oducing the two weights for objective 五lnction and optimizing them, the track・

ing perfonnance ofthe proposed method is improved. From the experiments, the

i111Provement ofthe preprocessing time and the detection accuracy are con6rmed

Next task is increasin8 the test sets and improving the accuracy. speci6CaⅡy,

the h'acking failure of a downward face must be solved. AISO, proposing a new

template creation method is necessary since the template is created 丘'om a11initial

raw image and the privacy is not protected in this step
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis,1 describe photographic environmentindependent multiview face

detection and u'acking using template generation by genetic algorithm. The photo・

graphic envir0111nent means an i11Umination condition, background, appearance of

an object, and image quality in this t11esis.1n order to detect and track a multiview

face in such photographic environments, two research tasks are mainly addressed

In the 6rsttask,template matching xvith GA is focused and improved to develop

a basic technique for the multiview face detection and tracking. By introducing a

Concept of automatic template generation to the basic technique, e丘ective and fast

template generation is achieved. AISO, by optilnizing geometric transfonnation pa-

rametersusing GA forthe e丘ectivetargetobjectsearchin atargetimage, high・speed

multiview face detection and tracking are achieved. For experiments, a chaⅡenging

Video dataset was created, and recent machine leaming・based method and tracking

method are compared to the proposed method. As a result,the e丘ectiveness ofthe

Proposed 111ethod is con6rmed.

Next, multiview face tracking on privacy protected videos are addressed as an

application research.1n order to generate privacy protected images, a new method,

、刃hich is di丘erent from conventional privacy protection 61ters, is proposed. This
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method generatesthe pdvacy protected images by randomly replacing pixels in dle

61ter. since only the pixelpositions are changed, originalpixel values are preserved.

In other word, C010r infonnation can be used as a feature to h'ack. Therefore, C010r

histograms are used as templates. The templates are acquired 丘om a 丘ontaltarget

face, and multiview face tracking is achieved by optimizing geometriC 廿ansfor・

mation parameters.1n experiments, a video dataset was created and the proposed

method is compared to related lvorks. The results show the e丑'ectiveness of the

Proposed method

As describe, by applyin8 a GA・based teclmique, photographic envir01Ⅱnentin・

dependent multiview face detection and tracking is achieved in this research. The

developed algorithms can contribute to a variety ofsystems using face detection and

tracking.1n the 6.1ture, the developed methods wi11 be extended to detect multゆle

Objects for practical use
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